
Across
4. The big, heavier end of the club that hits the ball.
9. Full Swing start and top of swing letters.
12. What to shout if your golf ball is about to hit someone.
13. The food grip!
14. The main letter in a small chip shot.
15. U.S. Kids Golfers _ _ _ _ _ their finishes!
19. Is it OK to talk while another player is making a stroke?
20. Pitching swings start with a Y and turn into a small letter __ .
21. What does a golfer show in a golf finish?
24. To get a ball into the air, _ _ _ _ _ the grass.
25. Golf word for manners.
27. Can a golfer stand on the back of a golf cart to ride?
28. What a golfer hits towards the target.

Down
1. What the clubhead does to the sand when hitting a bunker shot.
2. Ball position for chip, pitch and iron shots.
3. The part of the club you hold.
5. Backswing=_______ ________
6. In putting, where your eyes are located.
7. Youth Golf Company
8. Does respecting the golf course mean not having to rake your footprints 
and splash marks in the sand?
10. Why golfers play golf.
11. Ball position in stance for driver.
16. To create energy in full swing, release or hold the L in forward swing?
17. In showing respect for the course, don’t _ _ _ _ _ _, throw it away.
18. The metal or graphite stick part of the golf club.
22. For putting, _ _ _ _ _ _ on top of putter grip.
23. If you intend to hit the ball and miss, does it count as a stroke anyway?
26. A grass sweeping or sand blasting club.
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Across 
4. The big, heavier end of the club that hits the 
ball. 
9. Full Swing start and top of swing letters. 
12. What to shout if your golf ball is about to hit 
someone. 
13. The food grip! 
14. The main letter in a small chip shot. 
15. U.S. Kids Golfers _ _ _ _ _ their finishes! 
19. Is it OK to talk while another player is making a 
stroke? 
20. Pitching swings start with a Y and turn into a 
small letter __ . 
21. What does a golfer show in a golf finish? 
24. To get a ball into the air, _ _ _ _ _ the grass. 
25. Golf word for manners. 
27. Can a golfer stand on the back of a golf cart to 
ride? 

Down 
1. What the clubhead does to the sand when 
hitting a bunker shot. 
2. Ball position for chip, pitch and iron shots. 
3. The part of the club you hold. 
5. Backswing=_______ ________ 
6. In putting, where your eyes are located. 
7. Youth Golf Company 
8. Does respecting the golf course mean not 
having to rake your footprints and splash marks in 
the sand? 
10. Why golfers play golf. 
11. Ball position in stance for driver. 
16. To create energy in full swing, release or hold 
the L in forward swing? 
17. In showing respect for the course, don't _ _ _ _ 
_ _, throw it away. 
18. The metal or graphite stick part of the golf club. 
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